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 i dunno this is so strange, a mac is using a specific connection to a specific IP address on a specific subnet they are on the same
subnet which makes no sense is this your domain are you paying for hosting? does that host have a mac address and subnet ?
ikonia: no, i dont know the mac address and subnet...if you can find out... wendico: look it up wendico: does that host have a

mac address and a subnet wendico: does that host have an ip address on that subnet i think the ip address is some sort of private
ip, i am not sure what is it in this case the ip is 10.0.0.2 what address does it have what is the hostname on that machine this i am
not sure, the hostname could be something like : arrengueria.protonmail.com what is the hostname on that machine for the mac

address im not sure you're missing something that's not what I asked you for the hostname I'm really struggling to see how that is
using a private IP in the same subnet and a mac address that should not be there you need to explain what's actually going on
The problem is that this server is giving a public ip address so from the outside it looks it has a public ip address yes but it's

private ip in the same subnet as a mac address 82157476af
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